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Abstract
In recent years, Temporal Graph Neural Networks (TGNNs) have achieved great success in learning tasks for graphs that change over time. These dynamic/temporal graphs represent topology changes as either discrete static graph snapshots (called DTDGs), or a continuous stream of timestamped edges (called CTDGs). Because continuous-time graphs have richer time information, it will be crucial to have abstractions for programming CTDG-based models so that practitioners can easily explore new designs and optimizations in this space. A few recent frameworks have been proposed for programming and accelerating TGNN models, but these either do not support continuous-time graphs, lack easy composable building blocks for implementing TGNN models for CTDGs. It introduces a novel TBlock representation for capturing message-flow dependencies between nodes, with explicit support for temporal-related attributes, which is well-suited for common TGNN computation patterns. TBlocks serve as a central representation on which many different operators can be defined, such as temporal neighborhood sampling, scatter/segmented computations, as well as optimizations tailored to CTDGs. We use TGLite to implement four existing TGNN models. Compared to the TGL framework, TGLite is able to accelerate runtime performance of training (1.06 − 3.43×) and inference (1.09 − 4.65×) of these models on V100 and A100 GPUs across different experimental settings. Notably, when scaling to larger datasets, TGL runs out-of-memory in some cases on the V100 while TGLite is able to run successfully.
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1 Introduction
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [22] have emerged as a powerful paradigm for representation learning and predictive modeling on graph-structured data across various problem domains [2, 8, 25, 27, 35]. Following its rise in the research community, several frameworks have been established for programming and optimizing GNN models, such as DGL [28], PyG [3], and NeuGraph [16]. These frameworks are a boon to developers and researchers for implementing and exploring different GNN architectures and optimizations. However, these existing works are designed solely for GNNs that operate on static graphs, while real-world graphs are often dynamic and change their topologies over time (e.g. social networks with new users [19], financial networks with new transactions [30], knowledge graphs with temporally evolving facts [29]).

Recently, Temporal Graph Neural Networks (Temporal GNNs, TGNNs) have been proposed by researchers for dynamic/temporal graph learning, such as TGAT [34] and TGN [19], among others [11, 17, 21, 30]. Like static GNNs, a major computation that these models perform is aggregating information from neighbors. But unlike their counterparts, TGNNs jointly learn on structural graph information (e.g. neighbor node features) and temporal information (e.g. edge timestamps) to encode the dynamic nature of the graph into time-dependent node embedding vectors [37]. The additional time information allows TGNNs to outperform static GNNs on many temporal graph prediction and classification tasks.

As Figure 1 shows, temporal graphs are categorized into two common types [9]: discrete-time graphs with static graph snapshots (DTDGs), and continuous-time graphs with edge timestamps (CTDGs). Compared to DTDGs, CTDGs capture richer time information and are suitable for real-world settings where edges and nodes can continuously appear at
any time [19]. This makes CTDGs crucial for certain applications, such as real-time fraud detection [30] and time-aware recommendation systems [36]. Hence, it is important to have abstractions for programming CTDG-based models so that developers and researchers can easily explore new designs, applications, and optimizations in this space.

A few early frameworks have emerged to meet the rising interest in TGNNS, such as PyG Temporal [20], DynaGraph [6], and TGL [37]. These frameworks provide a simple API for implementing TGNN models, and/or introduce novel techniques for scaling up the training of these models. However, some drawbacks prevent them from being an efficient, easy-to-use interface for exploring TGNN models for continuous-time graphs.

First, the frameworks do not have programming abstractions for continuous-time TGNN models. PyG Temporal mainly provides implementations of spatio-temporal discrete-time models, while DynaGraph targets implementing and optimizing discrete-time models that use Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) in a particular way. Although TGL does support models for CTDGs, the framework mainly provides a general approach to structuring TGNN training rather than providing a programming interface. In fact, users interact with the framework via configuration files.

Second, the framework interfaces are not designed for easy composability, which is important to allow researchers to explore new TGNN designs. Despite the lack of a programming interface, users of TGL can clone the open-sourced code and add new components, but they must follow its proposed structure which discourages novel compositions and orderings. Meanwhile, the modules and layers in PyG Temporal could be composed, but it lacks composable primitives for these layers themselves which impedes exploration of new layers, as well as being tailored to DTGs.

Lastly, the frameworks do not facilitate optimizations tailored to continuous-time models, which are crucial to allow for efficient implementations. Optimizing continuous-time TGNNs is an under-explored area, but prior work does exist such as TGOpt [32] which proposes redundancy-aware optimizations for TGAT based on deduplication, memoization, and precomputation. Aside from a temporal CSR graph format and a parallel graph sampler, TGL does not provide much in the way of optimizing based on CTDG characteristics. Naturally, PyG Temporal and DynaGraph do not offer optimizations that are applicable to models for CTDGs.

Thus, the current status quo has a gap for a framework that can enable practitioners to implement continuous-time models while facilitating for their optimization. In this paper, we introduce TGLite, a lightweight framework designed for programming TGNN models for CTDGs. By lightweight, we mean that TGLite only supplies a few key abstractions and a set of composable operators. The user can use these as building blocks to orchestrate computations common to TGNNs, while we rely on a tensor backend to provide the user with canonical tensor and neural network operations.

To facilitate composition, we introduce a novel data abstraction called a TBlock to capture message-flow dependencies, which is commonly required for computations like neighborhood aggregation. TBlocks have explicit support for temporal-related attributes that are missing from the message-flow graphs (MFGs) used with static GNNs. It also differs from MFGs in a few key ways: 1) its doubly-linked list design allows explicit representation and better support for multi-hop aggregations, 2) it provides easier manipulation of message-flow dependencies by making neighbor information optional, and 3) it has a flexible hooks mechanism that optimizations can use to schedule post-processing operations without imposing the burden on the user.

Given these design choices, TBlocks serve as a central representation that different operators can be applied to, leading to easy composition. With TGLite’s Python interface, users can define new block operators for their needs or explore applying the operators in new ways. The framework currently provides operators for temporal neighborhood sampling, scatter/segmented computations, and redundancy-based optimizations (which are semantic-preserving transformations and does not affect model accuracy). It also provides a few other data representations useful for working with CTDG data during the offline training scenario. More details are discussed in §3.

We subsequently apply the TGLite framework to implement a collection of four existing TGNN models (see §4). All these models work with continuous-time graphs, but use different techniques to capture the temporal information. Their implementations make heavy use of the data representations and operators in TGLite. This exercise demonstrates that TGLite has the necessary generality and expressiveness for programming this class of TGNN models.

To evaluate our framework, we compared these implementations to TGL as a strong baseline, using standard CTDG datasets on two different GPU machines. Our results show that TGLite-based models can achieve considerable speedups for both training and inference. When optimization operators are enabled, TGLite can achieve speedups of 3.43× for training and 1.09 − 4.65× for inference on these standard

---

1 https://github.com/amazon-science/tgl/blob/main/config/TGAT.yml
benchmarks. We further evaluate on two larger-scale benchmarks and obtain similar or better speedups, particularly for TGAT with up to 9.02× on training and 15.63× on inference. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose a framework centered on lightweight abstractions and composable operators for programming TGNNs for continuous-time graphs. In particular, we introduce a novel TBLock abstraction for capturing the message-flow computation dependencies commonly seen in TGNN models, enabling easy manipulations and optimizations.
- We identify and provide a set of TBLock-based operators, such as temporal neighborhood sampling, scatter/segmented computations, and redundancy-aware optimizations, that users can compose in flexible ways to fit their needs.
- We conducted an exercise of implementing different TGNN models using TGLite to demonstrate its expressiveness, and evaluated these on a variety of CTDG datasets. Our results show that TGLite is capable of yielding substantial speedups compared to TGL, reaching 1.06 − 3.43× for training and 1.09 − 4.65× for inference when using semantic-preserving optimization operators. On large-scale datasets, TGLite (with optimizations) can reach up to 9.02× for training and up to 15.63× for inference, while TGL can run out of GPU memory for some cases.

2 Background

We review a few key concepts relevant to Temporal GNNs.

Graph Neural Networks. GNNs act as graph operators that aggregate node features with local neighborhood information. They compute $d_v$-dimensional vectors $h \in \mathbb{R}^{d_v}$ called node embeddings, that are used for downstream tasks such as node classification and edge prediction. GNNs typically assume the graph is static and temporal changes have no affect on node embeddings, often leading to poorer predictive performance on time-sensitive tasks. Temporal GNNs are designed to extend static GNNs to learn on temporal graphs. Computations for continuous-time graphs are mainly based on temporal neighborhood aggregations as well as encoding time information (i.e. edge timestamps, time deltas, etc) using either RNNs or other time-encoding techniques.

Temporal Message Passing. Neighborhood aggregation is often expressed in the message-passing style [4], which splits the process into three key steps:

$$m_j(t) = \text{msg} (h_i(t), h_j(t), e_{ij}(t))$$

$$r_i(t) = \text{agg} \{ m_j(t) : j \in \mathcal{N}(i, t) \}$$

$$h_i(t) = \text{upd} (h_i(t), r_i(t))$$

where $i, j$ are nodes, $e_{ij}(t)$ is edge features, and $t$ is a time parameter, indicating that embeddings are now a function of the node and time [32]. In brief, Eq. (1) creates a message vector for each neighbor $j$, Eq. (2) reduces them into a single vector, and Eq. (3) combines this with the node features. $\mathcal{N}(i, t)$ denotes the set of neighbors of node $i$ restricted to those with edge timestamps less than $t$, and further sampled based on a strategy such as most-recent neighbors.

TGNN models often perform message-passing in several layers, thereby recursively aggregating neighbor information from multiple hops away. MFGs from DGL (a static GNN library) are often used to represent this computation, where each MFG captures the 1-hop relationships and performs the three steps mentioned above. Figure 2 shows a 2-hop aggregation example, where the result of $\text{mfg0}$ is passed to $\text{mfg1}$ and the final result is stored in $\text{dstdata['h']}$. More importantly, note that for TGNNs the user has to manage time-related properties themselves, as well as orchestrating how data is passed between the individual MFG objects.

![Figure 2. An example of 2-hop aggregation using MFG objects and operators.](image-url)

Temporal Learning Techniques. Existing TGNN models leverage two main techniques for learning temporal patterns. TGAT [34] is a representative model using the time-encoding technique, where it uses a time-encoder function $\Phi : T \to \mathbb{R}^{d_t}$ that maps a time value to a $d_t$-dimensional vector. TGAT performs the following computation for each layer [32]:

$$z_i(t) = h_i(t) \parallel \Phi(0)$$

$$z_j(t) = h_j(t) \parallel e_{ij}(t) \parallel \Phi(t-t_j)$$

$$r_i(t) = \text{Attn} (z_i(t), \{ z_j(t) : j \in \mathcal{N}(i, t) \})$$

$$h_i(t) = \text{FFN} (r_i(t) \parallel h_i(t))$$

where the time vector is injected into message-passing by concatenating with node/edge features in Eq. (4) and (5), then performs aggregation using self-attention [26] in Eq. (6), and lastly a feed-forward network in Eq. (7). Time-encoding is often computed using weight $\omega$ and bias $\phi$ vectors, and a time delta $\Delta t$ scalar value as input [32]:

$$\Phi(\Delta t) = \cos (\omega \cdot \Delta t + \phi).$$

Meanwhile, other TGNNs can be classified as memory-based models, where the key idea is to encode a node’s historical interactions in long-term memory (as a vector). Abstractly, these models update the memory in a similar fashion...
as message-passing [19]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    m_i(t) &= \text{msg} \left( s_i(t^-), s_j(t^-), \Delta t, e_{ij}(t) \right) \\
    \bar{m}_i(t) &= \text{agg} \left( m_i(t_1), m_i(t_2), \ldots, m_i(t_b) \right) \\
    s_i(t) &= \text{mem} \left( \bar{m}_i(t), s_i(t^-) \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

(9) (10) (11)

where for a node \( i \) it create messages using its memory \( s_i(t^-) \) and neighbor \( j \)'s memory, aggregating across \( t_b \) number of edges in a batch, then applies a memory update function.

**Redundancy-Aware Optimizations.** Techniques based on redundancy exploit observations that CTDG-based models (like TGAT) often perform redundant computations. Optimizations such as deduplication, memoization, and time-precomputation eliminate these redundancies without changing model semantics or accuracy. Deduplication filters out duplicates to ensure embeddings are only computed for unique node-time pairs, while memoization exploits the observation that previously computed embeddings could be reused and cached, thus avoids running computations altogether. For time-precomputation, the time-encoder often produces the same time vectors, so those can be precomputed ahead-of-time and reused. For more details, refer to [32].

**Model Training.** The training scheme is more complicated for memory-based models. In order for memory-related modules to receive a gradient, the memory vectors will need to be involved in the loss calculation. But care must be taken to avoid the issue of information leakage, where information about the current batch is leaked to the model when it makes predictions for that same batch [19]. The strategy adopted by most TGNN models is to store raw messages in a mailbox and use those in a later batch (thereby effectively delaying the memory update caused by the current batch).

## 3 The TGLite Framework

First we provide an overview of TGLite, before diving into the core abstractions and operators.

### 3.1 Overview

TGLite is designed to be a lightweight framework that supports the offline training and inference scenarios. By lightweight, we mean that TGLite provides a few core abstractions and operators that users can use to compose together a TGNN model. However, TGLite is not complete on its own since these core abstractions mainly deal with the temporal graph, graph operations, as well as common TGNN computation patterns, but does not provide other operators such as tensor math. As such, users can pair TGLite with the PyTorch deep learning library [18]. This design allows us to focus on providing TGNN abstractions while reusing and integrating with many of the facilities provided by PyTorch, such as tensor operations and automatic differentiation.

The abstractions provided by TGLite are designed to make it easier to implement various TGNN models (which often requires tedious and error-prone programming efforts), as well as to easily apply optimizations on these models. There are two main groups of abstractions that TGLite provides: data representations/objects and compute operators. The data objects serve as containers for graph and tensor data needed during training and inference, with easy-to-use interfaces. Meanwhile, the compute operators capture common computation patterns on these objects, optimization techniques, as well as data loading/management functions.

To demonstrate the programmability and ease-of-use of TGLite, we compare implementations of TGAT with and without our framework. Listing 1 shows an example without our framework and with manually applied optimizations. The forward pass of the model (not shown) computes time-aware node embeddings for both the source and destination nodes of edges in a batch by calling `compute()`, then calculates a score using these embeddings to predict edges. The code in region $\Box$ implements Eqs. (4-7), and $\mathbb{F}$ implements Eq. (8). A few key observations:

- **Manual Optimizations:** Applying redundancy-aware optimizations like deduplication requires applying preand post-processing which the programmer needs to manually manage ($\mathbb{G}$). For the caching optimization, the programmer needs to manually check for cache hits/misses ($\mathbb{C}$), run computation for the misses, and then populating the cache afterwards. Because these optimizations operate in-between layers it is difficult to pair these with MFG objects since they lack facilities for these kinds of in-between processing.
- **C++ Extension:** Applying optimizations is feasible but an efficient implementation requires writing a C++ “extension”, which demands systems-level programming knowledge and bindings to integrate with Python ($\mathbb{F}$). These codes are not presented in Listing 1 for brevity.
- **Recursive Flow:** The recursive nature of temporal message-passing results in a tricky recursive implementation. In the base case (before any computations), node features are retrieved ($\mathbb{B}$). For the actual computations, it requires sampling temporal neighbors and recursively computing their node embeddings ($\mathbb{D}$).
- **Ad-hoc Data Structures:** A way to store the temporal graph and sampling the neighbors is needed. Consequently, implementations often have one-off data structures (e.g. `NeighborFinder` in $\mathbb{G}$) that has to be repeated for other implementations and projects.

In contrast, when compared to an implementation of TGAT using our TGLite framework shown in Listing 2, we observe the following benefits:

- **Reusable Library:** TGLite provides a Python library ($\mathbb{I}$) as the main interface for users to use and interact
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Listing 1. Truncated TGAT implementation with manual optimizations, derived from [32]. See descriptions in §3.1.

```python
class TGAT(nn.Module):
    def compute(self, nids, ts, layer, n_nbr):
        embs = self.embeds(nids, ts, layer, n_nbr)
        return self.opt.dedup_invert(embs, idx)

    def embeds(self, nids, ts, layer, n_nbr):
        idx, embs = self.opt.cache_lookup(nids, ts)
        if not is_all_hits(idx):
            nids = nids[misses(idx)]
        return embs

    def forward(self, nids, ts, nbr_ft, nbr_tfeat):
        feats = self.embeds(nids, ts, layer - 1, n_nbr)
        deltas = ts - nbr_ts
        nbr_tfeat = self.opt.time_embs(deltas, ...)
        tfeats = self.opt.time_zeros(batch_size)
        res = attn(feats, tfeats, nbr_ft, nbr_tfeat)
        embs[misses(idx)] = res
        return embs

class Optimizer:
    def dedup_filter(self, nids, ts):
        return cpp_ext.dedup_node_time(nids, ts)

    def sample(self, nids, ts, n_nbr):
        return cpp_ext.sample_recent(nids, ts, ...)

class NeighborFinder:
    def sample(self, nids, ts, n_nbr):
        return cpp_ext.sample_recent(nids, ts, ...)

class TemporalAttnLayer(nn.Module):
    def forward(self, feat, feat_t, nbr_ft, nbr_t, ...):
        Z = torch.cat([nbr, nbr_e, nbr_t, ...])
        Z = torch.cat([nbr, nbr_e, nbr_t, ...])
        return self.softmax(attn)

    def compute(self, ctx, ...):
        time_tensor = ctx.time_tensor
        time_tensor = ctx.time_tensor
        return time_tensor

Listing 2. Example TGAT implementation using our TGLite framework. See descriptions in §3.1 for details.

```
3.2 The TBlock Data Abstraction

TBlock, or temporal block, is an important centerpiece of our framework. A TBlock essentially captures the 1-hop message-flow dependencies between target node-time pairs (i.e., destination nodes) and their temporally sampled neighbors (i.e., source nodes), along with their respective edges. Blocks are motivated by the MFG objects available from the DGL library. Although MFGs work well for static GNNs and can be leveraged for TGNNs (as is done by TGL), it lacks explicit timestamps which are important for CTDG models. Following this point, we devised a novel block representation to better allow us to perform manipulations and optimizations for CTDGs. Figure 3 illustrates the high-level design and internal structure of a TBlock. There are three key design choices that distinguish these blocks from MFGs.

First, one distinguishing factor is that we use a doubly-linked list structure for the blocks. A single TBlock captures 1-hop for one layer, and multiple blocks are chained together with previous and next links. This helps to explicitly capture the multi-hop neighbor sampling/aggregation relationship that blocks are used for, whereas the MFGs in DGL/TGL are standalone objects without these links. One advantage of this design is that operators on a TBlock can figure out what other blocks are related to the one it’s working on. For example, this is helpful when we need to pass computed data across a multi-hop aggregation operation. From the perspective of aggregation, the computation starts at the “tail” which can be found by traversing next links to successor blocks, and then passing data to predecessor blocks.

Second, TBlock objects only require information on the target destination nodes, and optionally the neighbor source nodes. By making the neighbor information optional to start with, this allows us to manipulate the target node information more easily. This is necessary to make certain optimizations (like deduplication and caching from TGOpt) more effective, since these should be applied on the destination nodes before sampling for the neighbors. In contrast, MFGs require both destination and source node information upfront. Although a user can deal with these information separately before creating an MFG, the block representation provides a central abstraction for doing these manipulations.

Third, TBlock provides a hooks mechanism for running any post-processing procedures. These hooks are callable functions that are invoked after computations are performed on the block. This mechanism is useful for scheduling certain transformations on the computed output. For example, when applying deduplication there is an extra step after computations to revert filtering and preserve output semantics. Rather than putting the burden on the user to call this post-processing step (which they may forget to do), we can register a hook with the block and the TGLite runtime will handle running it automatically at the appropriate computation stage (usually in-between layers during aggregation). The user may also leverage this hooks mechanism for any post-processing that they will like to perform.

A block object also contains cached data that it manages internally. TBlock allows for a simple interface for accessing feature data specific to the nodes and edges in the block (e.g., dst_feat(), efeat()). These data are stored in the block’s cached area so we avoid fetching them a second time and incurring data movement costs. If desired, these cached data can be flushed by the user and the TBlock will gracefully reload them when needed. Aside from these, a TBlock also provides methods for creating and accessing other blocks for multi-hop operations.

Figure 3. Diagram of the doubly-linked list design and internal structure of a TBlock (target \((i, t)\) denotes the destination node-timestamp pairs).

Figure 4. Typical workflow of constructing and using a TBlock object, and applying optimizations on it.

### Lifecycle of a Block

To put the pieces together, Figure 4 illustrates the typical lifecycle that a block object goes through. Listing 2 demonstrates how blocks are created and used in practice. TBlocks can be created via several methods (lines 8 and 11), or constructed directly by the user. Once created, users can apply optimizations to it (lines 12 and 13) before sampling its neighbors (line 14) so to minimize the size of the following subgraphs and thus minimize potential computations. TBlock operators can manipulate the block in-place, register hooks, or cache data in the block. Then, we can use the block for computations (as in code region ③).

3.3 TBlock-based Operators

The block representation provides a powerful and general abstraction for defining various graph operations (e.g., sampling) and computations (e.g., segmented softmax). Optimizations can also be framed in terms of blocks. Table 1 describes a subset of these operators. We can categorize TBlock-based operators as whether they perform an optimization or not.

Listing 2 demonstrates how blocks are created and used in practice. TBlocks can be created via several methods (lines 8 and 11), or constructed directly by the user. Once created, users can apply optimizations to it (lines 12 and 13) before sampling its neighbors (line 14) so to minimize the size of the following subgraphs and thus minimize potential computations. TBlock operators can manipulate the block in-place, register hooks, or cache data in the block. Then, we can use the block for computations (as in code region ③).

3.3 TBlock-based Operators

The block representation provides a powerful and general abstraction for defining various graph operations (e.g., sampling) and computations (e.g., segmented softmax). Optimizations can also be framed in terms of blocks. Table 1 describes a subset of these operators. We can categorize TBlock-based operators as whether they perform an optimization or not.
Table 1. A subset of operators currently provided by TGLite. Brackets in top-right corner of each row indicates whether its a single-block, multi-block, or optimization operator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSampler.sample(blk)</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>Update block with sampled 1-hop source neighbors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge_softmax(blk, data)</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>Computes segmented softmax on given data using edge information from the block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge_reduce(blk, data, op='sum')</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>Computes segmented reduction (e.g. sum or mean) on given data using edge information from the block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coalesce(blk, by='latest')</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>Segmented operation to reduce source nodes for each destination node by a certain property, such as selecting node with the latest timestamp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggregate(blk, fn_or_list, key)</td>
<td>multi</td>
<td>Performs pull-style multi-hop aggregation from the tail block back towards the given block by applying function to each block, using the key to pass along results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propagate(blk, fn_or_list)</td>
<td>multi</td>
<td>Performs push-style multi-hop propagation from given block to the tail block by applying function to each block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preload(blk, use_pin=True)</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>Prefetch data (e.g. features, memory, mails) needed by the TBlock and its subsequent blocks for computations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup(blk)</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>Applies the deduplication optimization to the TBlock by re-writing the destination nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cache(ctx, blk, ...)</td>
<td>opt</td>
<td>Applies the caching optimization to the TBlock by re-writing the destination nodes and using ctx as scratch space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optimization Operators. The framework provides several redundancy-aware optimizations, such as deduplication and memoization. Their corresponding operators in TGLite, dedup() and cache(), will manipulate the block’s destination node-time pairs in-place and register post-processing hooks on the block. For instance, cache() will filter destination node-time pairs to ones that have not been cached and register a hook to combine computed outputs with cached results, thus avoiding repeated computations for cached embeddings and retaining expected output semantics.

preload() is a block operator that manages loading data for all the blocks in the linked list, and focuses on optimizing data movements. During training, data are often stored on CPU host memory and transferred to GPU device memory, which is costly. Therefore, one technique is to use pinned memory to minimize data transfer costs by allowing the GPU to directly access host memory for copying. preload() uses this by default, and TGLite manages a pool of pre-allocated pinned memory so no manual user intervention is required.

Computation Operators. Other operators are designed to perform some computation-related tasks. For example, edge_reduce() performs segmented reduction, where for each destination node it applies a reduce operation to its group of source nodes to combine their data (thus being segmented). Meanwhile, coalesce() re-arranges and reduces the source nodes for each destination node based on some property, such as latest edge timestamp. In general, these single-block operators can be applied during any stage of the block lifecycle to manipulate/optimize the block or to compute an output.

Furthermore, multi-block operators can apply some computation across multiple blocks, where the doubly-linked structure of blocks represents a multi-hop subgraph. A key computation pattern used in TGNN models is operating on neighborhood information. We can distill this pattern into two types based on the direction of data flow (push versus pull). One is aggregation, which pulls information from neighbors in a multi-hop subgraph. This is the typical message-passing paradigm as used by models like TGAT. The aggregate() operator implements the pull-style of neighborhood aggregation, where given a block it will traverse the linked list to the tail and apply a function provided by the user to each block all the way back up to the starting block. It also handles some tedious bookkeeping that is necessary when passing information across blocks, such as assigning the correct data to the destination and source nodes. On the other hand, the propagate() operator does the push-style where it starts at the given block and works its way toward the tail of the list. This propagation pattern is useful for the APAN model (as seen in Appendix A).

3.4 Other Abstractions and Operators

Graphs and Batches. Table 2 summarizes the core data objects provided by TGLite. These data objects act as containers for graph/tensor data needed for computations, and present users with a central way to access related data. These also allow TGLite to perform more efficient data storage and movement, without imposing the burden on the user.

In particular, a TGraph is the central hub for all data related to a CTDG dataset. Temporal graphs are sparse in nature and thus benefits from the compact storage footprint of formats such as coordinate (COO) and compressed sparse row (CSR). TGLite initially stores temporal edges in COO format, sorting based on timestamp so that the common case of iterating through the edges chronologically will be fast. When a model needs to perform neighborhood sampling, such as TGAT, it is best to use a CSR format for faster lookups. TGLite automatically handles the construction and management of these graph formats without intervention from the user.
Table 2. Summary of the core data representations/objects currently supported by TGLite.

- **TContext**: Settings and scratch space used by the TGLite runtime, such as for caching values.
- **TGraph**: Manages storage of the temporal graph topology, serving as a container for node and edge tensor data.
- **TBatch**: Represents a batch of temporal edges to process.
- **TBlock**: Captures 1-hop relationships between node/time pairs and their neighbors for doing computations, such as segmented softmax and message-passing aggregation.
- **TSampler**: Parallel temporal neighborhood sampling, using either uniform or most-recent sampling strategies.
- **Memory**: Storage for node memory vectors and their last updated timestamps.
- **Mailbox**: Storage for node mailbox message vectors and delivery timestamps.

Meanwhile, a TBatch represents a set of edges to be processed. In some implementations, batches are haphazardly represented as several arrays containing the nodes and timestamps, whereas a TBatch in TGLite is a thin wrapper with a TGraph reference and without actually materializing any arrays until they are needed.

**Memory and Mailbox.** For memory-based TGNN models, it is useful to have support for node memory and mailbox. TGL provides a nice representation for these, which we also use in TGLite. However, one key difference is that the Memory and Mailbox storage components are made part of the TGraph interface so that users can access these data in a central place and it allows TGLite to better manage and optimize for them, such as preloading and caching the data.

**Temporal Sampling.** Neighborhood sampling is naturally implemented as a block operator. TGLite provides a TSampler module that exposes 1-hop temporal sampling via its sample() method, which can be used as a block operator.

**Non-block Operators.** The standalone functions called precomputed_zeros() and precomputed_times() implements the time-precomputation optimization. The first is specialized to the case when a user knows that they have time deltas of zeros, while the latter is the more general version. These precomputed-time operators will compute time vectors ahead-of-time for the time-encoder modules and reuse them as much as possible.

4 Case Study: TGN

Here we describe applying TGLite to implement a different TGNN model called TGN. We also applied TGLite to implement memory-based models called JODIE and APAN. See Appendix A for more details on these latter two.

1. **TGN (nn.Module):**
   ```python
   class TGN(nn.Module):
       def forward(self, mfg): ...
   ```

2. **GRUMemoryUpdater (nn.Module):**
   ```python
   class GRUMemoryUpdater(nn.Module):
       def forward(self, mfg): ...
   ```

TGN [19] is a model that combines techniques from TGAT with memory-based learning techniques. For node memory updates, it uses a GRU cell and only retains the latest message in the batch for each node. Node memory is then merged with node features before feeding them into message-passing.

Listing 3 shows the relevant memory-related modules provided by the TGL framework, which implements Eqs. (9-11). Memory is updated using mailbox messages and time features in ⑧. Various time- and mail-related data must be present in the MFG object, which is error-prone as these
are string-based mappings that can be easily altered by end-users or other processes. Additionally, information about “last updated” are needed for later processing. In $\mathcal{S}$, mailbox messages are created by combining node memory with other data. A complex code sequence is needed to find the unique nodes and to select their latest messages to be stored ($\bigvee$).

Comparatively, Listing 4 shows how TGN is handled using our TGLite framework. For the forward pass, TGN borrows the time-encoder and self-attention from TGAT, so we can use code similar to Listing 2 for those components ($\bigvee$). For node memory updates, relevant memory and mailbox data for the update operation can be safely and efficiently retrieved from the TBlock in $\bigvee$. Additionally, in $\bigvee$ the block abstraction and the coherence operator can be used to express the reduction operation needed to extract the latest message from the batch.

Overall, this example (along with others in §A) illustrates the generality of TGLite, and as we will see in §5.2 we do not lose out on performance. What’s more is that users can easily apply optimization operators with a single line of code (e.g. Listing 2 line 12) to gain speedups as compared to frameworks like TGL. In contrast, users of TGL must write their own implementations and expose new configuration settings. In fact, we observe that TGL’s design is not general enough for all models, such as JODIE, and that the configuration must expose settings specific to JODIE to accommodate$^2$.

## 5 Evaluation

We evaluated the effectiveness of our TGLite framework against TGL as a strong baseline on a set of widely-used CTDG datasets, four different TGNN models, and across two GPUs (V100 and A100). In summary, the results show that an implementation using TGLite is on-par or outperforms TGL in terms of running time. By enabling semantic-preserving optimization operators, TGLite can achieve speedups of $1.06 \times$–$3.43 \times$ for training and $1.09 \times$–$4.65 \times$ for inference (across machines and experimental settings, see §5.2). To scale our evaluation, we further examine two larger datasets and obtain speedups of $1.15 \times$–$9.02 \times$ for training and $1.15 \times$–$15.63 \times$ for inference (see §5.5). For larger datasets and more complex models like TGAT and TGN, the TGL framework runs out-of-memory while TGLite is able to finish the experiments.

### 5.1 Experimental Setup

We closely follow the training setup of TGL’s experiments for a fairer comparison. The specific models we evaluated on are: JODIE, APAN (1 layer, mailbox of size 10), TGAT (2 layers, 10 neighbors), and TGN (2 layers, 10 neighbors). Unless otherwise noted, we use a batch size of 600, train for 10 epochs, using recent sampling, and with default values from TGL for the rest of the model hyperparameters.

$^2$https://github.com/amazon-science/tgl/blob/main/config/JODIE.yml

### 5.2 Training Performance

We evaluate training performance under different experimental settings, using the total time to run a single epoch in seconds as the main metric. One crucial factor that affects the running time is where the training data (i.e. node/edge features, memory, mailbox) are stored. We first examine the scenario where all data resides on GPU device memory (all-on-GPU case, §5.2.1). In practice, it is unlikely that real-world datasets will fit entirely in GPU memory (see §5.5). Therefore, we examine the second case where data resides on

### Benchmark Selection

We use standard datasets as seen from the literature [11, 32, 37]: Wiki, MOOC, Reddit, and LastFM (see Table 3). For larger-scale performance evaluation, we use two additional datasets: WikiTalk and GDELT. WikiTalk is a temporal graph from the SNAP repository [13] (with name wiki-talk-temporal) representing users editing each other’s Talk pages on Wikipedia. GDELT is a temporal knowledge graph of events happening around the world as reported by news outlets [37]. We use the GDELT dataset as prepared by TGL. These are considerably larger than the standard benchmarks in terms of nodes and edges, with edges in GDELT being two orders of magnitude larger.

### Table 3. Benchmark datasets. $^*$ denotes randomly generated node feature vectors ($d_\nu$), while $^\dagger$ denotes randomly generated edge features ($d_\epsilon$).

| Dataset | $|V|$ | $|E|$ | $d_\nu$ | $d_\epsilon$ | $\text{max}(t)$ |
|---------|------|-----|--------|---------|-------------|
| Wiki    | 9,227| 157,474 | 172$^*$| 172$^\dagger$ | 2.766 |
| MOOC    | 7,144| 411,749 | 128$^*$ | 128$^\dagger$ | 2.666 |
| Reddit  | 10,984| 672,447 | 172$^*$ | 172$^\dagger$ | 2.766 |
| LastFM  | 1,980| 1,293,103 | 128$^*$ | 128$^\dagger$ | 1.4e8 |
| WikiTalk| 1,140,149 | 7,833,140 | 128$^*$ | 128$^\dagger$ | 1.2e9 |
| GDELT   | 16,682| 191,290,882 | 413 | 186 | 1.8e5 |

### Testbed Machines

We conducted our experiments on two different machines. One is an AWS p3.8xlarge machine instance provisioned with 32 vCPUs @ 2.3GHz, 244GB memory, and using a single Nvidia Tesla V100 16GB GPU (henceforth the V100 machine). Another is a compute cluster node allocated with 2x Intel Xeon Platinum 8358 @ 2.6GHz, total of 64 cores, 251GB main memory, and a single Nvidia A100 80GB GPU (henceforth the A100 machine).

### Implementation Details

The 4 model implementations are described in Appendix A, and use preload() and other optimization operators where applicable. The temporal sampler in both frameworks uses 32 threads on the V100 machine and 64 on A100. We note that TGL has multi-GPU support, but with TGLite being a lightweight framework our objective is to target programmability and single-GPU optimizations, with multi-GPU support left as future work.
CPU host (CPU-to-GPU case, §5.2.2). To show the impact of optimizations, we evaluate the models with optimization operators (i.e. preload(), dedup(), cache(), and the two precomputed-time operators) applied as mentioned in §A (henceforth labeled TGLite+opt). As an ablation variant, we also present results with only the preload() operator and no other optimizations (simply labeled TGLite). Note that no further optimization operators are applied for the JODIE model due to its simplicity, so we skip the TGLite+opt setting for JODIE. We then present a breakdown analysis in §5.2.3. Overall, we observe that our framework is able to match or outperform TGL across datasets, models, and GPUs.

5.2.1 All-on-GPU Training Case. In Figure 5, we observe that optimizations used in TGLite+opt can lead to speedups against TGL, with $1.06 \times - 1.81 \times$. Although the preload() operator in TGLite has no effect in this scenario since all data are already on GPU, TGLite is able to perform on-par with TGL as the similar epoch times show. However, TGL seems to have an advantage in some cases, such as for the TGAT model on A100 where TGLite (without other optimizations) has poorer performance of $0.83 - 0.95 \times$. We note that applying optimization operators as in the case of TGLite+opt helps to offset these slowdowns.

Table 4 lists the training accuracy results on the A100 machine, using the average precision (AP) scoring metric on the evaluation set. We observe that across models and datasets, implementations using our framework achieves similar levels of model accuracy as TGL. More importantly, the optimizations we provide in the framework (and applied in the TGLite+opt setting) are semantic-preserving and does not affect the accuracy of the model. The minor differences measured are due to stochasticity in training, such as non-deterministic algorithms used in the PyTorch/CUDA libraries. Similar trends can be observed for the V100 machine and the CPU-to-GPU scenario, and are not shown here for brevity.
while TGL is calculating these as it samples the neighbors during which it already has access to the time values. This is a trade-off between generality and efficiency, where we choose to provide more general abstractions and operations at the cost of slightly more overhead, and TGL vise-versa.

Next, we see that the attention operation has a much higher cost than in TGL (14.39 vs 9.20 seconds). Upon further investigation, we attribute this to the edge_softmax() operator used in self-attention, where it currently uses an external kernel library under-the-hood. This results in additional costs for transforming data for library calls and overhead of crossing the library boundary. This can be addressed within the framework as part of future work and all users will benefit from it simply by upgrading to a newer version of TGLite. Compared to the other two, TGLite+opt has slightly more overhead for the precomputed-time operators (labeled as time_zero and time_nbrs in Figure 7). But otherwise, the redundancy optimizations applied in TGLite+opt help reduce the cost of all the other operations, most notably the expensive self-attention operation, and thus gain speedups.

5.2.2 CPU-to-GPU Training Case. First, between Figures 5 and 6 we observe that TGL generally takes 4x longer to run (e.g. 107 vs 438 seconds for the TGN/LastFM/V100 case), indicating the high cost of data transfers. Next, in Figure 6 we observe that TGLite+opt achieves the best performance, with speedups of 1.41 – 3.43×. Lastly, we observe that TGLite is able to benefit from using pinned memory to outperform TGL, with speedups of 1.29 – 1.62×, indicating that using data movement optimizations like preload() is worthwhile.

Comparing TGLite with TGLite+opt in both cases, we see that performance is relatively the same for APAN, which is unsurprising since no further optimization operators are applied during training. We skip JODIE because it has no further optimizations applied. For TGAT and TGN, we observe that the dedup() operator brings significant improvements to the speedup across the datasets, especially for TGN since deduplication helps avoid costly memory update operations.

5.2.3 Breakdown Analysis. To better understand the results in the all-on-GPU case, we focus on the TGAT model with the LastFM dataset on the A100 machine. Figure 7 shows a cost breakdown of each major operation of interest for the TGL, TGLite, and TGLite+opt settings.

Both the backward pass and evaluation times are similar between TGL and TGLite, but TGLite is more efficient with preparing the batch/input data, which we attribute to the better data management in our framework. However, it incurs higher cost compared to TGL for time-encoding of neighbor time delta values (2.88 vs 1.76 seconds). This is because an additional step is needed to compute the deltas,
Table 5. Testing set inference times (in seconds) and AP (average precision) scores for standard benchmarks in the all-on-GPU case. Speedups against TGL are in parenthesis. TGLite+opt for JODIE is same as TGLite setting and is skipped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>V100 Machine</th>
<th>A100 Machine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGL</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>TGLite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiki</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>96.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>95.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>98.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>98.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOOC</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>99.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>98.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>99.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>99.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>99.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>99.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>99.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastFM</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>66.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>68.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>86.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>87.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Ablation Studies
To further investigate the benefits of our design and the semantic-preserving optimizations that it provides, we conducted several ablation studies. For consistency, we use the experimental setting of TGAT with LastFM dataset on A100.

Optimizations. This ablation examines the gain from individual optimizations by enabling only one at a time. We only look at the inference runtime since this is where all 3 optimizations are applicable for TGAT. In Table 6 the first column shows speedup of TGLite without these optimizations. We see that optimizing it with the time-precompute operators (+time) help to increase the speedup in both the CPU-to-GPU and all-on-GPU cases, showing that reusing the time vectors for this model and dataset is beneficial. The dedup() and cache() operators (+dedup and +cache, respectively) each bring even more speedups, as those help to reduce expensive computations such as self-attention.

Table 6. Inference runtime speedups compared to the TGL baseline for the TGAT/LastFM/A100 setting, with one optimization at a time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TGLite</th>
<th>+dedup</th>
<th>+cache</th>
<th>+time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU-to-GPU</td>
<td>1.72×</td>
<td>2.94×</td>
<td>3.23×</td>
<td>1.77×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-on-GPU</td>
<td>0.85×</td>
<td>1.29×</td>
<td>1.15×</td>
<td>0.94×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TBlock-vs-MFG. This ablation examines the impact of our TBlock abstraction by removing it from our framework and instead use MFGs. We found that an implementation for TGAT with MFGs leads to noticeable slowdowns (i.e. about 9% and 3% slower for the CPU-to-GPU and all-on-GPU training cases, respectively). One contributing factor is higher data movement costs since MFGs require all data associated with the MFG to be stored on the same device, but this is not always necessary and TGLite can better control this with the TBlock abstraction. The user also needs to reimplement several operators, such as multi-hop operators like aggregate(), since those are no longer provided by the framework with the use of MFGs. Along with various helper functions, a user has to write an additional 200 lines of user-level application code. This will need to be repeatedly written by other users for other projects.

Hooks Mechanism. This ablation examines the impact of the hooks feature by removing it from TGLite. With a few changes in TGLite to provide users with callable post-processing functions that they can run themselves, we found that users can emulate this feature in their applications without incurring noticeable performance regressions. We note that what the user implements here is effectively what TGLite provides via the hooks mechanism. Additionally, the user needs to reimplement operators like aggregate() themselves, since the framework will no longer be scheduling the necessary post-processing steps in this case. Overall, this results in an additional 49 lines of user-level code.

5.5 Large-Scale Benchmarks
Due to the scale of the larger datasets, we only evaluate cases where all data resides on CPU host memory. For instance, GDELT has 191M edges and each edge has a 186-dimensional feature vector of 4-byte floats, so it is well over 130GB of data, which cannot fit on most modern GPUs (including the A100...
Table 7. Training and inference times (in seconds) for larger benchmarks on both V100 and A100 machines. Speedups against TGL in parenthesis. OOM indicates GPU out-of-memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>V100 Machine</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>A100 Machine</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TGL</td>
<td>TGLite+opt</td>
<td></td>
<td>TGL</td>
<td>TGLite+opt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>120.66</td>
<td>17.71</td>
<td>23.07 (5.23×)</td>
<td>3.79 (4.67×)</td>
<td>72.02</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>302.19</td>
<td>46.97</td>
<td>133.55 (2.26×)</td>
<td>22.05 (2.13×)</td>
<td>157.22</td>
<td>23.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>639.95</td>
<td>83.52</td>
<td>154.93 (4.13×)</td>
<td>26.40 (3.16×)</td>
<td>318.96</td>
<td>37.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>1603.84</td>
<td>199.63</td>
<td>420.53 (3.81×)</td>
<td>69.88 (2.86×)</td>
<td>716.09</td>
<td>83.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>837.39</td>
<td>146.25</td>
<td>716.08 (1.17×)</td>
<td>121.23 (1.21×)</td>
<td>538.27</td>
<td>96.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5891.39</td>
<td>988.89</td>
<td>3703.84 (1.59×)</td>
<td>644.34 (1.53×)</td>
<td>2761.27</td>
<td>451.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>4686.81</td>
<td>490.75</td>
<td>20569.59</td>
<td>3454.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>10958.43</td>
<td>2192.70</td>
<td>33937.89</td>
<td>7359.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that we test with). So we store data on CPU for both GDELT and WikiTalk for consistency. We also only compare the baseline with TGLite+opt where all available optimizations for the model are enabled. Lastly, to make experimentation more tractable, we use a batch size of 4000 (as suggested by TGL experiments) and only 3 training epochs for GDELT. Table 7 lists the training and testing inference times. Refer to Appendix B for training and inference accuracy results.

We observe that TGLite+opt achieves reasonable speedups against TGL for larger datasets, at least 1.15× for both training and inference. For TGAT/TGN, speedups are much more amplified for the GDELT dataset. In fact, TGAT achieves up to 9.02× for training and 15.63× for inference on the A100 machine, indicating that the effectiveness of the optimization operators is more beneficial as the temporal graph size grows. Interestingly, TGL runs out of GPU memory for TGAT and TGN on the V100 machine, despite all feature data being stored on CPU host, whereas TGLite+opt is able to finish running the experiment. This suggests that our TGLite framework (with optimizations) can be space-efficient while being faster in terms of training and inference.

6 Related Work

Lightweight Frameworks and Abstractions. This work is inspired by the approach of designing lightweight frameworks and abstractions for domain-specific problems, particularly for graph analytics workloads. In particular, our work is influenced by Ligra [24], which is a lightweight framework for implementing graph processing algorithms such as BFS and PageRank. Its interface consists of a vertex subset data abstraction, and exposes only three core operators that are applied on this vertex subset. Flash [14] builds upon Ligra’s interface to support more advanced distributed graph algorithms, while Gunrock [31] provides abstractions for GPUs. Many other works exist to provide abstractions to ease the programming/optimizing of graph processing solutions [1, 5, 10, 12, 15, 23]. However, these systems lack tensor operators, neural network primitives, and gradient-based training support, thus not applicable to our domain.

In the GNN machine learning space, FeatGraph [7] provides a programming abstraction for GNN kernels that combines sparse templates with user-defined functions. Meanwhile, uGrapher [38] presents a unified abstraction that decouples the computation and scheduling of GNN operators, particularly CUDA kernels. Seastar [33] is another work that proposes a vertex-centric programming model for GNNs that generates efficient kernels from user-provided Python code. From the perspective of TGLite, these are orthogonal works that can be viewed as lower-level kernel libraries, which it can potentially incorporate internally or expose as block operators. However, it will require more investigation into how these can be generalized to the Temporal GNN space.

GNN Frameworks. DGL [28] is a popular framework for programming static GNNs. It provides a flexible graph abstraction and operators for message-passing. Our interfaces take inspiration from DGL so to lower the learning curve for developers. PyTorch Geometric (PyG) [3] is another well-established framework for GNNs. However, these frameworks are often larger in scope, such as providing implementations of full GNN models or layers as compared to the lightweight building blocks provided by TGLite.

7 Future Work

While this work focuses on continuous-time TGN models, it will be important to explore extending support for discrete-time models as a future direction. Rather than simply taking inspiration from discrete-time frameworks like DynaGraph, this exploration will be done in accordance with TGLite’s design approach of providing core data abstractions and composable operators. An attractive avenue to explore is incorporating optimizations from these other frameworks, perhaps as composable operators on a graph snapshot abstraction. Another prospective future direction
is adding support for multi-GPU and distributed training, which TGLite currently lacks. This will be helpful as users work with ever-larger temporal graph datasets. These efforts and directions will guide TGLite towards being a more full-featured and unified framework for programming both current and subsequent TGNN models.

8 Conclusion
We have described TGLite, a lightweight framework for programming TGNNs for CTDGs. TGLite is designed to provide a core set of data abstractions and composable operators. Our novel TBlock representation for capturing the 1-hop message-flow dependencies allows for many operators to be defined on it, ranging from temporal-related computations to optimizations. We also discussed using TGLite for various model implementations to demonstrate its expressiveness and applicability. Our experiments show that TGLite-based implementations can achieve speedups of $1.06 - 3.43 \times$ for training and $1.09 - 4.65 \times$ for inference against the TGL framework across different experimental settings.
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Appendix A Implementation Details
For the TGL baseline, we used the open-sourced code from the authors. We updated this code to use newer versions of Python (v3.7), PyTorch (v1.12.1), and DGL (v1.0.1). We also fixed an issue with recent sampling, did a bit of cleanup, and added timing code. For TGLite, we implemented it using the same version of Python and PyTorch.

**TGAT.** Listing 2 illustrates the main code for TGAT, where it iteratively creates and operates on TBlocks. As for further optimizations, we enable the `dedup()` operator during training, and additionally the precomputed-time and `cache()` operators during inference (following the work in [32]).

**TGN.** Listing 4 shows code relevant to TGN. Similar to TGAT, we apply the same optimization operators in the same fashion, except we do not apply the `cache()` operator during inference since it does not seem effective as node memory will be updated thus invalidating cached results.

**JODIE.** JODIE [11] focuses on interactions between nodes in a bipartite graph and predicting future interactions. For example, an e-commerce network can be represented as a bipartite graph with user and item nodes, and an interaction is a user buying an item. JODIE does not perform neighbor sampling or aggregation, but rather mainly updates node memory using RNNs (as the `update_memory()` function in Listing 5 shows). It also stores messages in a mailbox for later batches in `save_raw_msgs()`. We do not apply any further optimization operators for JODIE due to its simplicity.

```python
class JODIE(nn.Module):
    def forward(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        # ...
        mem = batch.g.memory.data[nodes]
        # ...

    def update_memory(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        mem_ts = batch.g.random_time_field(nodes)
        # ...

    def save_raw_msgs(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        mail = batch.g.mailbox.data[nodes]
        # ...
```

Listing 5. Truncated example of memory-related code for JODIE model implementation with TGLite.

**APAN.** APAN [30] has all the same components as TGN: attention-based aggregation, time-encoding, and node memory update, but is centered around propagating mailbox messages. While other models first samples the neighbors and then generate embeddings, APAN reorders and swaps this around by first performing embedding generation using stored messages, then propagating messages to neighbors. Listing 6 illustrates this using the `propagate()` operator and other single-block operators (such as `sample()` and a scatter-based operator). Comparatively, TGL has special handling code for this in the mailbox/memory-related modules. For further optimizations, the only relevant ones that we apply are the precomputed-time operators during inference.

```python
class APAN(nn.Module):
    def forward(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        # ...
        mail = batch.g.mailbox.data[nodes]
        # ...

    def sample(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        mail = batch.g.mailbox.data[nodes]
        # ...

    def update_memory(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        mem = batch.g.memory.data[nodes]
        # ...

    def send_sbuf_msgs(self, batch: tg.TBatch):
        mail = batch.g.mailbox.data[nodes]
        # ...
```

Listing 6. Truncated example of memory-related code for APAN model implementation with TGLite.

---

1 https://github.com/amazon-science/tgl
Appendix B  Additional Results

Table 8 lists AP scores for the larger datasets. We observe that TGLite (with optimizations) is comparable to TGL in terms of predictive performance, in both training and inference, since our optimizations are semantic-preserving. Similar trends are observed for the V100 machine.

Table 8. Training and inference AP (average precision) scores for larger benchmarks on the A100 machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>A100 Machine</th>
<th>TGL</th>
<th>TGLite+opt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiTalk</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>88.96</td>
<td>91.87</td>
<td>93.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>95.88</td>
<td>95.90</td>
<td>93.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>87.58</td>
<td>90.73</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>98.24</td>
<td>98.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDELT</td>
<td>JODIE</td>
<td>98.59</td>
<td>98.83</td>
<td>98.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APAN</td>
<td>97.49</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>97.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGAT</td>
<td>98.70</td>
<td>98.70</td>
<td>98.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGN</td>
<td>98.40</td>
<td>98.52</td>
<td>98.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C  Artifact Description

C.1 Abstract

The artifact packages together source code for our TGLite framework, the TGL framework, as well as other scripts for replicating the results in this paper. The four smaller standard benchmark datasets are also bundled with the artifact so it will be easier to get started with the experiments.

Our evaluation results were collected on two different machines: one contains an Nvidia V100 GPU (AWS p3.8xlarge instance, 32 vCPUs, 244GB RAM) and another with an A100 GPU (2x Intel Xeon CPUs, 251GB RAM). Running the full set of experimental settings for both machines takes approximately 5 days. You may choose to run a subset of the experiments for one of the GPUs.

C.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

- **Compilation**: GCC >= 11.4
- **Model**: TGNN models are included in the artifact.
- **Data set**: Smaller datasets included (1GB), larger datasets can be downloaded via provided script (additional 53GB).
- **Run-time environment**: Linux, CUDA 11.8, Python 3.7, PyTorch 1.12, DGL 1.0. See README.md file for more details.
- **Hardware**: x86 CPU, Nvidia V100 GPU and/or A100 GPU.
- **Metrics**: Execution time, model average precision accuracy.
- **Output**: Console text and CSV files.
- **Experiments**: Model training and inference, ablation studies. See README.md file and provided scripts for details. To save time, run for only one of the GPU settings.
- **How much disk space required (approximately)**: 60GB.
- **How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)**: Up to 12 hours for smaller experiments, additionally up to 3 days for larger experiments.
- **Archived (provide DOI)**: 10.5281/zenodo.10504480

C.3 Description

C.3.1 How to access. Download artifact from Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10504480.

C.3.2 Hardware dependencies. A Linux-based system with a modern x86 CPU (ideally a 2-node NUMA machine with Intel Xeon). Smaller experiments require at least 6GB RAM and GPU device with 16GB. Larger experiments require at least 160GB RAM and GPU with at least 64GB. The artifact file is about 200MB and unpacks to 1GB of disk space.

C.3.3 Software dependencies. Need CUDA 11.8 toolkit, Python 3.7, PyTorch 1.12, and related Python packages. GCC 11.4 or higher compiler is needed to compile C++ extensions. Conda is used to setup Python environment.

C.3.4 Data sets. Artifact includes four datasets, and the two larger ones can be downloaded via included script.

C.3.5 Models. Both the TGL- and TGLite-based models used in our experiments are included in the artifact.

C.4 Installation

Obtain the artifact, extract the files, and follow the instructions in the README.md file. To kick-the-tires, run the following from the tglite/examples directory (see the readme):

```bash
$ ./exp/tgat.sh -d wiki --epochs 3 --move --opt-all
```

C.5 Experiment workflow

The bulk of the experiments is running model training and inference. The artifact contains the necessary training scripts, which by default will run several epochs of training and then inference on the testing portion of the dataset. The code and scripts for TGL and TGLite are in separate directories: tgl/ and tglite/, respectively. Two of the ablation studies make modifications to TGLite’s code, which are provided as separate directories in the artifact.

C.6 Evaluation and expected results

The README.md file contains detailed step-by-step instructions to reproduce the results shown in our paper’s Evaluation section (§5). When executing the commands and scripts, they will write output text to the console and timing data to CSV files. For some experiments, these CSV files need to be manually consolidated, but then the provided Python scripts can be used to plot the relevant figures from our paper.

C.7 Experiment customization

The training scripts provide several command-line flags to allow for running customized experiments and workflows (use --help for details).
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